
Ambrosial Remarks of Gracious Huzur during field work in Punjabi Farm on 

February 29, 2020 after Diamond Jubilee Memorial Lecture 

1. The Scientific Community researching the basis of the physical Universe has 

created String Theory to explain the physical universe. And they are in the right 

direction. 

 

2. The Microcosm is completely closed with 21 degrees of freedom / 

independence. However, the Macrocosm is completely open with infinity to the 

power of infinity to the power of infinity ad infinitum fineness of sub-atomic 

particles as referred by  Max Planck energy quantas.  

 

3. The age-old wisdom as recounted in Vedas, Upanishads, Kashmiri – Shaivism 

and Bhagvad Gita deals with the Grand Divisions of Matter and Mind. Thus, in 

order to describe upto the Grand Divisions of Matter and Mind 14 dimensions 

are necessary as there are 14 degrees of freedom. Membrane-based String 

Theory currently talks about 10 dimensions. Therefore, another 4 dimensions 

are needed to be added in it.  

 

4. In the Religion of Saints, there is the Purely Spiritual Region also that adds 

another 7 degrees of freedom / independence leading to a total of 21 degrees 

of freedom / independence. Earlier the scientists were talking about only very 

few dimensions but are now talking about 10 dimensions. Thus the researches 

are bringing science closer to the description as available in the eastern 

traditions and the Religion of Saints.  

 

5. The Government must be clear in its stand with respect to Dayalbagh 

Educational Institute. If they regard us as a Government funded Institute, we 

should be given all the privileges of Government funded Institute. We have our 

MoA & Rules and Bye-Laws, which are well documented and are adhered to 

rigorously in our operations. All the grants received from the Central 

Government (Ministry of HRD) as D.E.I. (Deemed University) are audited duly 

as prescribed and submitted by the Finance Committee as required are sent to 



the GOI – MHRD through UGC and duly approved regularly. These are well 

documented and the account books are meticulously maintained to show the 

utilization. The Accounts Books show that a substantial part of our funding 

comes from the Government and the balance that remains is provided by the 

Charitable Societies. For a paltry sum of Rs 11 lakhs the Government cannot 

discredit all these facts. However, if the Central Government is in need of the 

aforesaid money of Rs 11 lakhs our Sponsoring Body (Radhasoami Satsang 

Sabha registered as a Religious and Charitable Society) will be pleased to 

donate Rs 11 lakhs.    

 

6. The Advisory Committee on Education (ACE) is a non-statutory body which has 

been constituted by the joint approval of the Governing Body of D.E.I. (Deemed 

University) and its Sponsoring Body R.S. Sabha, Dayalbagh, to serve as a Think 

Tank through Consensus Building Process.    

 

7. Even the newspapers are documenting our self-less social service work. In 

Dayalbagh the air quality is different. Even at a distance of 1 km from here it 

is different. Our programme of selfless service in the form of Agriculture is 

there. Our water quality is regularly monitored and is good. In the area of 

Renewable energy we are now touching 1 MW generation capacity. Our Values 

based education system is well appreciated by everyone. The water from STP 

(Sewage Treatment Plant) is being utilized for irrigation in agriculture. We 

practice organic farming and we are also growing medicinal plants. We are also 

promoting innovation in all these areas. With all this good work the Government 

should actually support us instead of raising such issues. 

 

8. The well-established Science is also now recognizing our view of Cosmology. 

The Distinguished speaker in the recent DEI Diamond Jubilee Memorial Lecture 

Dr Spenta R Wadia appreciated our concept of degrees of freedom or 

independence and mentioned that 10 dimensions are recognized by the String 

theorists currently. Further extension to 14 degrees of freedom / independence 

is pioneered by Discourses on Radhasoami Faith with relatively recent 



supplement. The Distinguished Speaker of the recent Diamond Jubilee Lecture 

appreciated the suggestion that the membrane-based string theory concept 

could be further extended in principle. 

 

9. Bhakti Marg is the best Marg. Gyan Marg leads to ego and the ego leads to 

downfall. Leaving ego is very difficult. The Living Sant Satguru has 

communication with the Highest Regions in flashes. Reason may not be given 

immediately but with time the scientific explanation is given by the Sant 

Satguru.  

 

10. In Radhasoami Faith we have the process of acclamation. Whatever Gracious 

Huzur Dr Lal Sahab will say will happen. Huzur Maharaj Sahab had advised that 

one must always perform meditation with focus on the eyes of the Sant 

Satguru. The path to the Supreme Grand Divisions of the entire Creational 

Universe goes through the middle of the eyes of the Sant Satguru of the time.  

 

11. At any given time there can be several Gurmukhs but all do not become Sant 

Satgurus although they may belong to the Saintly high regions. 


